This working note discusses the topic of story generation, with a view to identifying the knowledge required to understand aviation incident narratives (which have structural similarities to stories), following the premise that to understand aviation incidents, one should at least be able to generate examples of them. We give a brief overview of aviation incidents and their relation to stories, and then describe two of our earlier attempts (using 'scripts' and 'story grammars') at incident generation which did not evolve promisingly. Following this, we describe a simple incident generator which did work (at a 'toy' level), using a 'world simulation' approach. This generator is based on Meehan's TALE-SPIN story generator [Meehan, 1977] . We conclude with a critique of the approach.
Introduction
This working note discusses the topic of story generation, with a view to identifying the knowledge required to understand aviation incident narratives (which have structural similarities to stories), following the premise that to understand aviation incidents, one should at least be able to generate examples of them. We give a brief overview of aviation incidents and their relation to stories, and then describe two of our earlier attempts (using 'scripts' and 'story grammars') at incident generation which did not evolve promisingly. Following this, we describe a simple incident generator which did work (at a 'toy' level), using a 'world simulation' approach. This generator is based on Meehan's TALE-SPIN story generator [Meehan, 1977] . We conclude with a critique of the approach.
Aviation incident reports describe and analyse unusual/unexpected chains of events during aircraft operation (eg. mechanical problems, unusual maneuvers). The part of the report describing the incident itself is typically an episodic narrative, and has similarities in structure to stories, already studied in the linguistics literature. As part of a speculative exploration of achieving computer-based understanding of aviation incidents (that is, having a computer be able to answer various questions about incidents, including facts not explicitly stated in the narrative), we discuss and illustrate automatic generation of 'toy' aviation-incident-like reports. The premise here is that, if a computer is to be able to understand aviation incidents, it should at least be able to generate plausible incident 'stories'. This requirement is quite a strong one, but is imposed here to ensure that key information about aviation incidents is captured; or, viewed another way, this requirement provides a good guide for delineating what a knowledge base about aviation safety should contain. It is also imposed to 'keep the knowledge engineer honest': 'understanding-only' systems can sometimes give the impression of understanding more than they really do 1 .
Some examples of very brief aviation incident summaries are given below, from the FAA's Incident Data Systsem (FIDES) In fact, aviation incidents are not quite the same as 'stories': although they contain plausible sequences of events, the sequences are non-fictional, and have not been crafted to deliberately interesting or suspenseful (though of course many are); similarly the narrative is intended to be clear and factual, rather than written with suspense and intrigue. These differences are important when considering the relevance of story generation systems to incident generation.
Early work on story generation systems (most notably Meehan's TALE-SPIN [Meehan, 1977] ) treated story generation as synonymous with world simulation, where the world contained (possibly several) agents who rationally tried to achieve their goals. This task in itself is an interesting and challenging one, and characterizes well what an aviation incident generation system should do. Later work, eg. [Dehn, 1981] , pointed out that story generation is more than just simulation: the author him/herself has goals (eg. create an interesting story), and will explore multiple ways of unfolding a story to best achieve those goals. A story generator thus involves not only world simulation, but also meta-level control manipulating both the way that simulation plays out, and the characters/places/world being simulated. In addition, as Smith and Witten point out [Smith and Witten, 1991] , there is an important distinction between the story itself and the telling of it (eg. events may be related in non-chronological order), a distinction which almost all computer-based story generators fail to make. However, for our goals of aviation incident generation, a simulation-only approach is a good starting point, and one which we focus on in this paper. Figure 1 : Component scripts combined into an overall incident scenario. The ovals denote coreferential events in multiple scripts. The four scripts are combined to produce the overall incident shown on the last line.
Approaches to Episodic Narrative Generation
Before describing this 'simulation' approach, we first describe two other approaches which we explored, both based on using pre-defined fragments of event sequences which might occur. Neither of these seemed to be evolving into a practical system, so they were abandoned. However, it is worth briefly mentioning them. It is also worth noting that the 'scripts' and 'story grammars' were originally proposed in the literature for story understanding, not generation, so our difficulties do not necessarily reflect a problem with these ideas, but with an attempt to make them do something that they were originally not designed for (but might plausibly have been useful for). In Section 5.1 we return to offer further reflections on story grammars with hindsight.
A Script-based Approach
In a script-based approach, a library of scripts is manually created, describing different abstract sequences of events appropriate to aviation incidents. To generate an incident, the computer selects and appropriately interleaves a suitable set of scripts. For example, consider the component scripts, and their interleaving to create an incident, shown in Figure 1 .
Several challenges became apparent with this approach. First, there are a lot of scripts, including many simple variants of the same general theme. For example, the conceptual idea of 'aborted flight' has many associated scripts ("load→unload", "load→taxi-out→taxi-out→taxi-back→unload", "load→taxi-out→takeoff→return→taxi-back→unload", ...). Second, there are many causal interactions and constraints between scripts, making the proper and automatic interleaving of scripts extremely complicated (eg. the plane should be diverted after a problem has occurred, not before, and only if it's a serious problem). Similarly, the choice of which scripts are appropriate and combinable is difficult to make. Finally, the scripts contain no representation of why an event occurs (eg. the plane returns to the start airport because it is important to land as soon as possible, where it is safe), making this approach intuitively less appealing.
A Story Grammar Approach
Several authors have proposed the use of 'story grammars' to capture the structure of stories (eg. [Rumelhart, 1975] , and see [Wilensky, 1983] for a discussion). For example, an 'aviation incident' grammar might be as follows, using Definite Clause Grammer notation:
problem(broken(P)) --> broken(P). problem(bad_weather(W)) --> bad_weather(W).
response(broken(transponder)) --> return_to_ground.
...
Again, this approach presents some challenges. First, as with scripts, there are often many situation-specific ways of realizing a single conceptual action. For example, the notion of return_to_ground above may involve aborted takeoff, divert to nearest airport, continue with landing, or no action at all (if the airplane is already on the ground). The grammar starts to look messy when attempting to account for these different options. Second, an incident often involves interleaved events, for example: The plane took off, then a passenger was ill, then bad weather hit, ... Stories (at least aviation incidents) appear to be less constrained and more multithreaded than the structure of an English sentence, making grammars less suitable for modeling their structure.
A World Simulation Approach
We now describe a simple incident generation system, which is essentially a simplified reconstruction of Meehan's TALE-SPIN system [Meehan, 1977] . It also has some interesting similarities to Smith and Witten's TAILOR system [Smith and Witten, 1991] , which we summarize later in Section 5.2.
TALE-SPIN generates simple fables, using a world simulator in which events unfold. Rather than being based on pre-defined fragments of sequences, rational sequences of actions are created on-the-fly using a backward-chaining planning algorithm. An example story from TALE-SPIN is:
"Once upon a time, there was a dishonest fox named Henry who lived in a cave, and a vain and trusting crow named Joe who lived in an elm tree. Joe had gotten a piece of cheese and was holding it in his mouth. One day, Henry walked from his cave, across the medow to the elm tree. He saw Joe Crow and the cheese and became hungry. He decided that he might get the cheese if Joe Crow spoke, so he told Joe that he liked his singing very much and wanted to hear him sing. Joe was very pleased with Henry and began to sing.
The cheese fell out of his mouth, down to the ground. Henry picked up the cheese and told Joe Crow that he was stupid. Joe was angry, and didn't trust Henry anymore. Henry returned to his cave." [Meehan, 1977, p97] In some ways, TALE-SPIN can be viewed as a generalization of a STRIPS-like planner 2 [Fikes et al., 1981] . The original STRIPS planner produced a sequence of actions to achieve a pre-defined goal, that is it produced a 'rational' plan. However, it operated in an inert world -the actions were deterministic and guaranteed to work, no surprises or problems occured (eg. the tower falls down when stacking blocks). In contrast, TALE-SPIN's world is more dynamic: there are multiple characters pursuing different goals, and (presumably) non-volitional 'happenings' can also occur in the world, requiring the characters to react.
Our 'reconstruction' is simple and highly improvised, based only on the general ideas in Meehan's 1977 paper (rather than a detailed reimplementation of his system). The reconstruction undoubtedly misses out a lot of Meehan's program, and also adds in new parts and approaches that Meehan didn't originally conceive of or emphasize. The source Prolog code for the 'reconstruction' is given in the Appendix (written from scratch for this exercise). The incidents generated are fictitious, toy examples -the goal in this brief exercise was to investigate the structure of a generation system, rather than aim for detailed fidelity to true incidents. The reader should be aware that the simplicity of these toy incidents is in stark contrast to the complexity of real aviation incidents.
In our reconstruction, an incident is represented as a sequence of events, which transforms an initial situation to a final situation. A situation is represented as a set of facts, for example the start situation in all the incidents generated is:
[ plocation(passengers1, gate(seattle)), % the passengers are at the Seattle gate alocation(airplane1, gate(seattle)), % the airplane is at the Seattle gate flight_path(seattle, chicago), % can fly from Seattle to Chicago flight_path(chicago, dallas), % can fly from Chicago to Dallas airplane(airplane1), % airplane1 is an airplane passengers(passengers1) ], % passengers1 is a group of passengers An event is represented in the usual STRIPS fashion, with precondition facts, an add-list of facts which become true after the event has occured, and a delete-list of facts which become false. For example, taxiing to the runway is represented: ed(action, take_off(Airplane,Airport), % To take off... /*pcs*/ [alocation(Airplane,runway(Airport))], % must be on the runway... /*del*/ [alocation(Airplane,runway(Airport))], % result: no longer on runway.. /*add*/ [alocation(Airplane,near(Airport))], % ..but (just) near the airport /*txt*/ ['The plane took off from ',Airport,'.']).
An event is either an action, which the pilot can perform (eg. take off, above), or a happening, which is out of his/her control (eg. ill passenger, meaning a passenger becomes ill). A STRIPS-like planner forms one component, and is used to generate a plan (action sequence) for the airplane pilot to achieve his/her goal (initially, to get the passengers to Dallas, ie. to achieve plocation(passengers1, gate(dallas))). There is also an independent 'simulator' component which simulates execution of that plan. Given a plan, the simulator will execute it one step at a time. However, it may also (with some probability) make a 'happening' occur during the execution, causing the current situation to change unexpectedly. When a happening occurs, the original goal (of the pilot) is reassessed -for example, the original goal of 'get the passengers to Dallas' (plocation(passengers1, gate(dallas))) may change to 'get the passengers to safety as quickly as possible' (p on ground (passengers1)). If the goal changes, then the pilot's current plan is abandoned, and a new plan is generated on the fly to achieve the new goal from the current situation. The simulator then continues with the simulation, executing the new plan. In this implementation, just one happening is introduced in an incident, but in principle several could occur. The incident ends when the pilot achieves his/her (current) goal. English text is generated from the incident representation using simple fill-in-the-blank text templates, and was not a focus of this short project. An example (annotated) incident generated is the following:
Initially, the pilot goal = get the passengers to Dallas. Hence initial plan = taxi →take-off →cruise to Dallas →land →taxi to gate. The simulator starts executing the plan...
The passengers boarded the plane. The plane taxiied to the runway. The plane took off from seattle. Now a happening is introduced...
A passenger became very ill. The pilot revises his/her goal, to be get medical help for the passenger. Hence new plan = land →taxi to gate →get medical help.
The plane landed at seattle. The plane taxiied to the gate. The passengers disembarked. Medical help was provided.
Generation of an incident thus involves the rational pursuit of goals, combined with the introduction of unexpected events ('happenings') and rational modification of goals in the light of the new facts. Some other example incidents generated by the system are shown below:
The passengers boarded the plane. The plane taxiied to the runway. The plane took off from seattle The plane cruised towards chicago The plane cruised towards dallas The engine caught fire. The plane landed at dallas The passengers were evacuated from the plane. The plane landed at chicago The passengers were evacuated from the plane.
The knowledge required to generate these is as follows:
1. A STRIPS-like representation of the actions the pilot can perform (takeoff, land, etc.). These describe the preconditions for the action, the facts which become false as a result of performing the action, and the facts which become true. This last item is particularly interesting -a 'rational' plan is not only one which achieves the goal, but one which is of minimum cost. For example, the following 'irrational' incidents were generated during debugging the system, when plans were not ranked according to their quality:
The passengers boarded the plane. The plane taxiied to the runway. The engine caught fire. The plane took off from seattle. The plane cruised towards chicago. The plane cruised towards dallas. The pilot made an emergency landing near somewhere. The passengers were evacuated from the plane.
In this case, the engine fire causes a new goal of 'get the plane to the ground'. However, the plan of taking off and landing again is considered just as effective as staying put, and (here) is carried out. Similarly in this buggy incident:
The passengers boarded the plane. The plane taxiied to the runway. The plane took off from seattle The plane cruised towards chicago. The plane cruised towards dallas. The plane landed at dallas. The passengers were evacuated from the plane.
evacuating the plane (even though there is no problem) is considered just as good a way of getting the pasengers to Dallas as delivering them right to the gate.
Discussion
This simple TALE-SPIN-like system is able to generate plausible 'toy' aviation incidents; part of the reason it is able to do this is that the underlying representation captures the relationships between goals, plans, actions, and happenings. It could thus, in principle, answer questions such as "Why did the pilot do X?", or "Why did X happen?". Representing these relationships seems essential to the computer having some reasonably deep model of what is happening during an incident. There are several simplifications in this small implementation which are worth noting. None seem to be fundamental obstacles to making the generator richer, and we speculate on how the system could be generalized:
1. Deterministic actions. In the implementation, actions are deterministic, ie. their outcomes are certain. To account for non-deterministic actions:
• the STRIPS-like action representation would have to be generalized to represent the possible outcomes (eg. as different sets of add/delete lists), and their associated probabilities. • the planner would need to to explore possible branches of a plan's execution, and their probability of occurence. The overall 'quality' of a plan would be some function of its possible outcomes and their associated probability. • the simulator would similarly need to randomly select one possible outcome of an action, again based on the outcomes' associated probabilities.
2. Linear plans. In this implementation, a plan is a sequence of actions. However, a more sophisticated approach would allow for conditional plans (eg. "do X, then if Y happens do Z 1 else do Z 2 "), conceptually more like a flow-chart than a list of actions. This would make the planner more complex, but would allow it to account for different potential outcomes of an action, and even anticipate possible happenings occuring and plan corrective actions for them ahead of time 3 . Here, the planning algorithm starts to ressemble game-playing algorithms, where a branching tree of actions and possible reactions is searched to decide the best way to proceed. If we assume the pilot has a good model of the world, the planning algorithm should use the simulation algorithm to develop a plan (in the current implementation, the planning algorithm uses a different and simpler 'simulation' engine, in which happenings do not occur).
3. Multiple agents. In the system, there is just one agent (the pilot), interacting with a world. A more sophisticated approach would allow for multiple agents, each of whom would be pursuing his/her own plan to achieve his/her own goals, and the interaction of those pursuits causing interesting events to occur. TALE-SPIN appears to maintain plans for more than one agent in its simulator. Similarly, the implementation could be extended in this way (other agents might include air traffic control, the passengers, the flight attendants).
Goal revision.
At present, the implementation contains shallow rules for revising a goal in the light of new facts. For example, if there is an engine fire, the goal is changed to 'land as quickly as possible' but there is no representation of why that is an appropriate new goal. To represent this in a deeper way (and hence tolerate genuinely unexpected happenings), the system would need to explore and compare consequences of doing nothing versus taking various alternative corrective actions. This would need to be a directed search, ie. not simply explore all possible random action sequences in response to an unexpected event, but instead identify what the undesirable outcome was, and identify actions which prevent/reduce the probability of that undesirable outcome. A concept like 'minimize the time in the air' would require some thought as to how it could be added to the representation.
5.
First principles planning. All the plans in the implementation are generated 'from first principles', using the STRIPS-like planner. While this allows the system to simulate the pilot's response to many different events, it sometimes seems overkill and counterintuitive: for example, in the simulation the pilot works out from first principles how to get the passengers to Dallas (he/she needs to land there, thus he/she must fly there, thus he/she must take off, ...), rather than just simply follow a predefined flight plan. Although scripts were abandoned earlier as the sole means of generating incident scenarios, it seems that there should at least be a place for them in the incident generator (for example, a script might encode the official procedure for response to a particular happening, which the pilot decides to follow). Again, there does not seem to be any major obstacles to including this.
Some Related Work Revisited

Story Grammars
In 1975, Rumelhart published a compelling and influential article, suggesting that story grammars would account for the structure of stories [Rumelhart, 1975] . We offer some additional reflections on his paper here, in particular why a grammar does not appear adequate for story generation. Similar to our incident representation, Rumelhart essentially suggests that a story is a hierarchical set of events, with goal-based constaints between them. (Slightly modified) examples of his grammar rules include:
Episode → Event + Reaction
(An episode might be an event plus a reaction) 2. Reaction → Plan + Application (A reaction might be a plan plus its application) 3. Application → (Preaction)* + Action (An application might be zero or more preactions, then an action)
Examples of constraints include that the event initiates the reaction, the plan motivates the application, and the preactions allow the action. Although this style of grammar partially accounts for our incidents, it has limits as a generative theory. The grammar is rather unconstrained for generation purposes: for example, although stating that "a reaction is a plan plus its application" sounds reasonable, it does not tell the system exactly what constitutes a plan, or how to generate one. The situation-and goal-specific nature of plans suggests a grammar is unlikely to be a good way to generate this next level of detail in the story; rather, a planning algorithm would be needed as a component here, in which case the bulk of the story generation is being off-loaded from a grammar to a planner, with the result that a generative system would end up substantially similar to TALE-SPIN. In addition, Rumelhart's grammar does not distinguish "good" and "bad" plans (the 'buggy' incidents in Section 3 would be considered well-formed stories by Rumelhart's grammar). In short, the grammar appears to (partly) account for just the top level structure of stories, but does not offer information about constructing the all-important details.
As a top-level account of story structure, Rumelhart's grammar models events as having clear causal connections ("A happens, causing B, thus C does D, hence E,..."). This accounts well for some stories (eg. Aesop's "The Man and the Serpent" fable, which he analyzes). However, it does not account for the introduction of random events (our 'happenings'), not causally related to earlier events. Nor (as he describes) does it account well for multi-protagonist stories where the execution of multiple plans are interleaved, and possibly interact. Again, in this case, the strict ordering which a grammar imposes seems inappropriate for describing the miriad of ways that parallel plan executions can interleave.
TAILOR
Smith and Witten describe a delightful plan-based story generator, called TAILOR [Smith and Witten, 1991] , which has some interesting similarities with our incident generator described here. Like our work (and TAIL-SPIN), stories are generated by constructing and executing rational plans for characters in a (toy) world simulation. Again, like our work, a situation is represented by a set of facts, and actions are represented by their preconditions and effects on that set of facts.
However, there also some interesting differences in the details of TAILOR: First, it's planning algorithm is more like a game-playing algorithm, forward-chaining from the current situation by trying all possible actions, evaluating the resulting situations using a scoring function, and then trying all possible actions from there etc. In this approach, the evalution function measures how 'near' a situation is to helping a character satisfy his/her goal. The planning algorithm is thus aware that some actions produce better results than others, but has no explicit representation of why. This contrasts with our STRIPS-like planner (backward-chaining means-ends analysis), where an action in the plan is explicitly chosen because it enables a subsequent action to be performed. Second, instead of introducing random 'happenings' to liven up a story, TAILOR includes a second character (besides the 'hero' in the story) who's job is to thwart the hero as much as possible (although there is no representation of why this antagonist may want to do this). Each character (approximately) takes turns during story generation, and thus the analogy to game-playing is very close -a story is in effect a narrative describing the "game" the characters are playing, the hero trying to achieve a goal, while the antagonist trys to stop him/her at every move. This produces some interesting and sometimes amusing results.
Summary
This working note has provided a brief excursion into the issue of 'story' (episodic narrative) generation, and discussed three different approaches (scripts, story grammars, and a world-simulation/planning approach) in the context of generating 'toy' aviation incident reports. Of these, the last appears to be most effective for story generation, although scripts have been shown useful for story understanding (eg. the systems FRUMP [DeJong, 1979 , DeJong, 1977 , SAM [Cullingford, 1977] , and BORIS [Dyer, 1981] ). Common to all three approaches is the need to represent the goal-related and causal links between events, highlighting some key knowledge representation requirements for systems which are to understand episodic narratives in depth.
